
When representing a Florida home buyer, Realtors earn a commission from the seller 
based upon a percentage of the home’s purchase price.  Freyre Real Estate keeps 50% of 
the net commision for our services and refunds the other 50% of the commision back to 
the buyer as a rebate at closing.  The Home Buyers Savings Chart above illustrates how 
much money you may save by taking advantage of our Florida Realtor Rebate commission 
program. “Savings” is the term used to reflect an estimate of savings by purchasing a 
home through Freyre Real Estate. Examples are based on a 3% commission, paid by the 
sellerseller to buyer’s agent to list their home on the local market. Homes with final sales price 
of $200,000 or more will receive fifty (50%) of the commission actually received by Freyre 
Real Estate at the close of escrow/settlement for representing the buyer net any 
allowances or other deductions related to the transaction. *Rebates may also be used for 
closing cost, down payment, appliances, etc.

HOME BUYERS SAVINGS CHART

How does the Rebate Work?

$3,000     $200,000
$4,500     $300,000
$6,000     $400,000
$7,500     $500,000
$9,000      $600,000
$10,500    $700,000
$12,000$12,000    $800,000
$13,500    $900,000
$15,000   $1,000,000

REBATE HOME PURCHASE PRICE

OFFICIAL REBATE CERTIFICATE

Freyre Real Estate has become the cornerstone for 
savvy real estate buyers. Beyond being full-time 
experienced Realtors as an added incentive we 
offer 50% commission rebate to our Florida buyers. 
In addition to our invaluable local market 
knowledge our Florida Realtor Rebates make 
purchasing a home a viable option with in reach for 
most buyers.most buyers.

We understand that saving money is a top priority in 
today’s economy. Our Florida Real Estate Rebates 
don’t just save our buyers money, it puts actual 
cash in their pockets. Home buyers get paid when 
they hire us to look out for their best interest. As an 
example, any single family home in the Central 
Florida area selling for $250,000 and a 3% 
commissioncommission is offered by the sellers then home 
buyers can expect to receive a rebate of $3,750. 
That is a huge amount of money which tends to 
make some people question if rebates are legal. 
The answer to that question is absolutely. As long 
as they disclose property rebates are 100% legal in 
the state of Florida.*

Please print the following 3 pages for Certificate.  
Email completed form to one of the following:
Robert Freyre, Principle Broker
RFreyre@FreyreRealEstate.com   
Christopher Freyre, Sales Associate
CFreyre@FreyreRealEstate.com
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